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1. Introduction

In this review, we consider boundary problems for random walks generated
by sums of independent items and some of their generalizations.

Let 1, 42, . . * be identically distributed independent random variables with
distribution frunction F(x). Let S = 0, Sn = Sk= Ok with n = 1, 2, * -. We
shall study the properties of the random trajectory formed by the sums
S0, S1, 82, . Let n be an integer parameter and let g' (t) be two functions on
the real axis with the following properties:

(1.1) An (0) > 0 > g (0), g(t) > gn(t), t _ 0.

We shall denote by G0 the part of the halfplane (t > 0, x) which lies between
these two curves. In the same halfplane (t, x), let us consider the trajectory
formed by the points

(1.2) (n>Sk) k = 0, 1, 2,**-

One of the main boundary functionals of trajectory (1.2) is the time q. at which
it leaves the region G,:
(1.3) nG = min {n(n'Sk }G}

We shall define the value of the first jump Xc across the boundary of the region
Cn by the equalities

(1.4) XG = 8,G - g
+ (qG) or XG = ghG (1G

depending on whether trajectory (1.2) crosses the upper or lower boundary of
the region G.. Note that in general the random variables PG and XG are not
defined on the whole space of elementary events. We put tiG = oo, where riG
remains undefined. We shall not define the random value XG on the set {riG = °°}-

Problems variously connected with distributions of the functionals ??G and XG
will be called boundary problems for random walks. It is well known that these
problems play an important part in mathematical statistics (in sequential
analysis, nonparametric methods, and so forth) in queueing theory, and in other
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